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Course Description
A survey of the social, economic, political, religious and diplomatic history of the United States since
Reconstruction. Topics include the Gilded Age, the Progressive Era, World War I, the Twenties, the Great
Depression, World War II, the Cold War and recent America.

Credits: 4

Prerequisites: none

Instructor Information
Please see “Contacting the Instructor” on the course site.

Course Outcomes
At the end of this course, a successful student will be able to

1. Describe a basic narrative of American history, from Reconstruction through recent America.
2. Identify significant individuals, ideas, and events from the period.
3. Analyze significant primary source documents from American history.
4. Express historical concepts through short essays.

LICENSING APPROVED STANDARDS

8710.3330 Middle Lvl Soc Stds

3.C.1.a : - that different historians may describe the same event or situation in different ways;

3.C.1.b : - key concepts including chronology, causality, change, conflict, and complexity to explain,
analyze, and show connections among patterns of historical change and continuity;

3.C.1.c : - processes important to reconstructing and reinterpreting the past;

3.C.1.d : - that historical perspectives are influenced by individual experiences, societal values, and
critical traditions

3.C.4.a : - the purpose of government and how its powers are acquired, used, and justified;

8710.4800 Social Studies

3.B.1 : - that historical knowledge and the concept of time are socially influenced constructions that lead
historians to be selective in the questions they seek to answer and in the evidence they use;

3.B.2 : - key concepts, including time, chronology, causality, change, conflict, and complexity to explain,
analyze, and show connections among patterns of historical change and continuity;
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3.B.3 : - historical periods and patterns of change within and across cultures;

3.B.4 : - the significance of American Indian oral tradition in the perpetuation of culture and history;

3.B.5 : - processes of critical historical inquiry to reconstruct and reinterpret the past;

3.B.6 : - multiple historical and contemporary viewpoints with viewpoints within and across cultures

3.B.7 : - ideas, theories, and modes of historical inquiry to analyze historical and contemporary
developments, and to inform and evaluate actions concerning public policy issues.

3.C.9 : - how historical events have been influenced by, and have influenced, physical and human
geographic factors in local, regional, national, and global settings;

3.E.2 : - group and institutional influences on people, events, and elements of culture in both historical
and contemporary settings;

3.E.7 : - how institutions can further both continuity and change;

3.F.2 : - the purpose of government and how its powers are acquired, used, and justified;

3.F.6 : - the impact of ever changing United States policies on American Indians;

3.F.8 : - conditions, actions, and motivations that contribute to conflict and cooperation within and among
nations;

3.H.2 : - how science and technology have transformed the physical world and human society to include
its impact on time, space, place, and the interactions between humans and their environment;

3.H.3 : - how science and technology influence the core values, beliefs, and attitudes of society, and how
core values, beliefs, and attitudes of society shape scientific and technological changes

Expectations for all UNW courses
● You are required to attend class in the modality in which the class is offered (i.e.,

face-to-face, blended, hybrid, or virtual). If you need a change in modality, submit a
formal request to Academic Achievement.

● When you are in class, distance as much as feasible.
● The Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) and the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC) recommend vaccines for eligible individuals. If unvaccinated, you are
encouraged to consult with your health care provider for additional guidance. · Consult
the current face covering guidelines found here or by scanning the following QR code:

Materials

Required Textbooks and Materials
● Barry Hankins, Jesus and Gin: Evangelicalism, the Roaring Twenties and Today’s Culture

Wars (New York City: Palgrave MacMillan, 2010).
● David Harrell, Jr., et. al, Unto a Good Land, Vol. 2, To 2000(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,

2005).
● Hillsdale College Faculty, eds., American Heritage: A Reader (Hillsdale, MI: Hillsdale

College Press, 2011).
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● Kate Turabian, A Manual for Writers, 8th Edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2013).

● William L Riordan, Plunkitt of Tammany Hall (New York City: Penguin Group, 2015).
Provided by Student
For this course, students will need access to Microsoft Office (available at no cost to students
through the University of Northwestern-St. Paul), a PDF reader, and a standard internet browser.
Please refer to the Tech Requirements found in the Technology Help section at the top of the
course site for the full requirements.

Grading Policies and Procedures

Assignment Grade

Geography Quiz: Early semester quiz to know where events are happening 5%

Essays: 3 short papers of 2-4 pages in response to a question posed by the professor 30%

Exams: Students will take 3 total exams for not just factual knowledge, but
interpretation as well

45%

Other assignments: This may include in-class quizzes and reading journal reflections
in addition to other assignments that will help students reflect on what they are
learning in class

20%

Grading Scale Percentages
A ≥ 93 B ≥ 83 C ≥ 73 D ≥ 63

A- ≥ 90 B- ≥ 80 C- ≥ 70 D- ≥ 60

B+ ≥ 87 C+ ≥ 77 D+ ≥ 67 F < 60

Reading Journal Guidelines
Your reading journal will replace some quizzes in the gradebook, but the point of it is to have
you be interacting with the texts as you go along. These will be digital this year, turned in on
Moodle. Please clearly label each entry so Mrs. Langert can give you credit where it’s due.
What to include when you journal for each reading assigned:

● Main ideas of the documents (NOT the textbook reading!)
● Your reactions (warm/cool, agree/disagree, etc, but explain why)
● Connections you’re making to other subjects, knowledge, etc.
● Measure reliability, try to find the shortfalls of this reading
● Estimate 2-3 paragraphs for each reading

Late Work
All assignments are due as described in the course syllabus and the course site. Students are
responsible for meeting assignment deadlines. Late assignments will be automatically deducted
one letter grade. The assignments will drop an additional grade per day if it is late, up to a 50%
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deduction in grade; late assignments will not be accepted for a grade beyond one week past the
original deadline. Forum discussion activities must be completed on time to earn points. Late
forum posts will earn zero points. Students should contact the instructor via e-mail if an
extenuating circumstance exists.

Feedback Expectations
Students should expect feedback for their submitted assignments within 5 days of the assignment
due date or the time of their submission, whichever is later.

Phone/Device Use:
You may not use your phone in class for any reason per school policy.  If your phone is out
during class, it will be taken and given to the Dean of Students.
For any quiz/test you will need to use your Chromebook.  You may not use any other device for
tests/quizzes.  Your instructor will let you know when you need to use your Chromebook so
please keep it closed until asked to open it.

Institutional Policies and Services

Guidelines and Information
Students are responsible for all content of the DE Student Handbook. The most recent version of
the DE Student Handbook is located on confluence.unwsp.edu and includes the following
policies and procedures:

● Deadlines for Dropping or Withdrawing
● Student/instructor Communication
● Appeals, Exceptions, Disciplinary Process, & Grievances
● Assignments (late work and plagiarism)
● Examinations
● Grading System

Instructors may have course-related expectations that further detail the policies and procedures
outlined in the DE Student Handbook. Any such expectations must be provided to students in
writing (e.g., handout, course site posting) prior to or at the beginning of the class.

Academic Integrity
Plagiarism is theft—theft of someone else’s words or ideas. It is claiming another’s work as
one’s own. This would also include the following:

● Using the words or work of a former or current student in this class
● Recycling previously submitted assignments from a previous course attempt
● Using outside literature support sites such as, but not limited to, SparkNotes, Enotes or

Schmoop that provide literary analysis of the texts we read throughout the semester
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Students found plagiarizing are subject to discipline. The standard response ranges from loss of
credit for the plagiarized assignment to earning an immediate “F” for the course to being placed
on disciplinary probation. We should be committed to conducting ourselves with integrity in all
things. Please refer to the DE Student Handbook for more detailed information about UNW’s
honesty and integrity policies.

In every course, students are required to view the Understanding Plagiarism video and complete
the Understanding Plagiarism Quiz prior to completing any of the course content. These items
are part of the course orientation.

Spring 2022 Covid-19 Statement

The following academic policies and guidelines are subject to change as state and federal
guidelines and university protocols evolve and will be updated as needed.

Considering the current COVID-19 pandemic,

● If you are feeling unwell due to COVID-like symptoms or are notified of an exposure,
please stay home and contact Health Services (651-631-5353) AND instructors of any
courses on the same day.

● If you are placed on isolation or quarantine due to your status of testing positive or being
exposed to COVID, Academic Achievement will be notified by Health Services and will
contact you to determine your need for academic adjustments.

● If you have been placed on isolation or quarantine, you must be cleared through Health
Services to return to class.

○ You are expected to make up all work and will be responsible for material covered
during missed class days.

Expectations for all UNW courses

● You are required to attend class in the modality in which the class is offered (i.e.,
face-to-face, blended, hybrid, or virtual). If you need a change in modality, submit a
formal request to Academic Achievement.

● When you are in class, distance as much as feasible.
● The Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) and the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC) recommend vaccines for eligible individuals. If unvaccinated, you are
encouraged to consult with your health care provider for additional guidance. · Consult
the current face covering guidelines found here or by scanning the following QR code:

Audio/Visual Recording Policy

● Class meetings and materials may not be recorded, livestreamed, photographed, or
otherwise shared, whether by audio, video, photo and/or other means, without the express
consent of the professor and/or any other class presenter. This is due to privacy
considerations, including student privacy rights governed by the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act, and intellectual property rights of instructors and is in
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accordance with common ethical practice in professional settings. Any authorized visual
and/or auditory recordings or imagery of classes and materials (University recordings
and/or student personal recordings) made on any devices will not be available or shared
beyond class participants except as required or permitted by applicable law. Class
recordings made by students for personal use and with authorization must be erased at the
close of the term.

● While the University has various technologies that it may use to engage in authorized
livestreaming and/or recording of classes, the University does not make any guarantee
that any particular class or class event will be recorded. Recordings may not be available
for a variety of reasons, such as but not limited to, a decision not to record, inadvertent
human error, technology glitches, and recording retention issues.

Academic Achievement
UNW students requesting academic accommodations in association with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) are directed to notify Disability Services to begin the application process.
Academic Achievement also provides the following: Writing Tutoring, Subject Tutoring,
advocating, transitional skill building, Academic Coaching (organization, time management, test
taking, etc.).
Contact Academic Achievement for more information: AcademicAchievement@unwsp.edu |
651-628-3316 | N4012 (Revised 07/21).
Support Services
Links to support services are available found in the Student Services section at the top of the
course site.

Course Policies and Information

Email and Announcements
Students are responsible to regularly check their Northwestern student email and the
announcements in the course site in order to receive updates and information.

Attendance
Students are expected to participate in all course activities. Students must contact the faculty
member in advance or as soon as possible if unable to participate in all or part of the course
activities for a given week because of a medical (which includes having to quarantine or isolate
due to COVID-19 exposure or confirmed illness), family, or work-related emergency. Students
should refer to their course syllabus and/or faculty member for specific requirements. Students
who do not participate in course activities and fail to withdraw from the course will receive a
failing “F” grade.

Submission Standards
All written assignments should adhere to the following DE guidelines. Documents should be in
the following format unless directed differently by the syllabus or course instructor:

● Submitted on the course site in Microsoft Word document format (.doc or .docx)
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● Set in a traditional typeface 12-point font
● Double-spaced (unless the syllabus instructs otherwise)
● Set with one-inch margins
● Formatted in Chicago style for in-text citations and reference page
● Labeled and submitted with the following information (Chicago papers require this

information on a cover sheet, as detailed in A Pocket Style Manual): Student Name,
Course Code and Title, Instructor Name, and Date.

Critical Response to Alternate Viewpoints
When students are reading or viewing course materials, they may encounter viewpoints, words,
or images that their instructors would not use or endorse. Students should know that materials are
chosen for their value in learning to read, write, and view critically, not because the materials are
necessarily Christian.

Course Schedule

Format
Everything needed to successfully complete this course in fifteen weeks is explained on the
course site. Each assignment has been designed to work together during each week. When
studying, be sure to follow the suggested format explained for each lesson.

Generally, for college-level work, students should expect to have an average of 9.5 hours of
homework per week.

The last official class day in Week 15 varies from semester to semester. Please refer to the
Semester Calendar found in the Academic Information section at the top of the course site for the
actual last day of class. All course work must be completed and submitted by that day.

Due Dates
All written assignments (outlined below) are to be submitted on the course site by 11:59 p.m. CT
on Fridays at the end of each week in which they are assigned, unless otherwise noted.

For any questions regarding these assignments, contact Mrs. Langert.

Orientation

● Read the Getting Started Page
● View and Complete Understanding Plagiarism Presentation and Quiz
● Complete Student Responsibilities Exercise
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